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WW: Tell us a lit tle about yourself.
Sever: Been riding the globe for 50 out of my 70 
years, on an estimated 15 BMWs and Hondas – three 
Gold Wings, a GL1500, plus two GL1800s – beloved 
“Black Bike” being my “keeper” last bike. So far, 60-
plus countries by bike (40 more by other transport) of 
Europe, Africa, Asia, Americas, Australia. Professionally 
speaking, “serial entrepreneur” likely describes me 
best, in varied fi elds such as computers, performing 
arts and yacht design/construction.

WW: Can you give us an overview of your trip around 
the world?
Sever: In terms of route, “The Perfect Ride” as I call it, 
was Europe, North Africa, Middle East, Asia, Australia, 
USA. If you care to watch the two-minute “Round The 
World (RTW)” Google Maps video online (https://youtu.
be/Y9httgpv-Gk), you’ll see we just made it pre-Arab 
Spring 2008-2010, through places too dangerous 
today, like Libya and Syria. Additionally, in 2013 we 
rode Newfoundland, Alaska; 2014 and 2015 we fl ew 
“Black Bike” back to Europe and did two more two-
month rides. This ’06 GL1800 with merely 175,000 km 
(approximately 108,740 miles) is almost broken in now.

AROUND THE WORLD 
ON A WING

What follows is an interview with Member Peter Sever, pictured above on Outback Highway. His fascinating 
story about his adventure around the world on a Gold Wing is larger than our magazine, so be sure 
to go to July’s Wing World digital edition and Sever’s internet site for more info, photos and video. 
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WW: Why did you set out on this adventure?
Sever: I’ve always been fascinated with our amazing 
planet and its inhabitants. My serious world riding 
started at age 22 while a volunteer teacher in Ghana, in 
something like Peace Corps – two years in the African 
bush, with much of West African riding on a 1960 
BMW R50 I’d rebuilt. Several two-year trips since then 
included a killer trans-Sahara Africa circumnavigation 
by road. This specifi c RTW ride was a “now-or-never” 
deal; being in my mid-60s, I felt I had the perfect 
ride for two up, had the time and the money – so 
what the heck – if not now, when? So off  we went, 
with no visas or any idea how far we’d get. To me, 
it’s mainly about adventure, freedom, smelling roses 
and total immersion into the specifi c travel mission. 
I really enjoy the challenge, too. Every day’s a new 
adventure, sometimes thrilling.

WW: How did you prepare for a trip of this magnitude? 
Sever: Obviously, clearing the decks professionally, 
family-wise and fi nancially are the key basics – and 
fi nding suitable tenants to look after our home. Where 
there’s a will, the rest is relatively easy, especially in 
this internet era. It’s not necessary, but I shook down 
“Black Bike” in advance, riding from Newfoundland to 
Texas as a warmup; added a few upgrades such as 
suspension, detailed my ride technically as best I could. 
Flew it to Manchester ($2,000 approximately) and we 
just started riding. Starting in U.K./Scotland is an easier 
adjustment. No tight schedules are possible on bikes. I 

Ayres Rock in Australia.

Buddhas behind “Black Bike” and Sever.

Sever’s “Black Bike” sits on a  fl ooded road in Cambodia.
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seldom prebook hotels, as one can’t predict tomorrow’s 
ride, weather or mood. Serendipity changes the plans. 
Don’t over prepare, over pack or over worry. Clothes are 
available anywhere – it’s mostly jeans anyhow. Playing it 
by ear is how I always do it, and it always works.

WW: Why did you select the route you did?
Sever: Assuming one wants to get from A to B and 
suitable roads exist – it’s often a reality check as to what 
country will grant us a visa (blessedly visa-free Europe aside 
of course). Politics and wars get in the way of road warriors 
all the time. Routes change accordingly. From Egypt for 
example, we wanted to reach India. Saudi Arabia was a more 
direct route, but they fl at-out refused us a visa – period. 
So it was back to crossed fi ngers about Iran and Pakistan 
during an ugly front-page era in both. Online I found a visa 
arranger (they exist) who ultimately delivered a visa for 
Iran, whew! Pakistan was basically closed to tourists due 
the nasty Taliban war. But, once in Iran, 
may as well give Pakistan one more 
shot before turning back – and high 
fi ve; Pakistan miraculously granted a 
visa – a trip-changing break. I remain 
grateful. They also insisted on an armed 
military escort all the way through. It 
was indeed dangerous.
     However after reaching India, we 
found ourselves trapped. Myanmar/
Burma was totally closed to road 
travel. The Nepal-China route was 
too hazardous. Hence, a no-choice 
fl ight from India to Thailand … oh well, 
lose some. The biggest miracle was 

obtaining an extremely rare unguided self-drive visa for 
Libya while Kadhafi  was still in power. We were in Tunisia 
during winter, Europe was cold, so we took a gamble on 
the Libya-to-Egypt route, another lucky itinerary break.  In 
reality, that’s often how route planning is: the art of what’s 
possible, right now, this week. Win some, lose others. 
Believe me, I’ve lost quite a few over the years.

WW: What were your challenges riding in diff erent 
climates and altitudes along the way?
Sever: At age 70, I’m almost a “poster child” for this big 
topic. A RTW ride is obviously an extreme case in clothing 
needs. Pack freezing weather gear versus extreme heat 
gear? Unfortunately on some rides, the answer is “both.” 
West Iran, for example, was below freezing as we entered 
from Turkey’s mountains, indeed snow and clink-clunk hail. 
Three weeks later, it was a painful 107 F in eastern Iran and 
continued over 100 F daily, all the way through Pakistan 
and India. Oh, how I suff er in extreme heat, especially as I 
get older. It’s impossible to dress for extreme heat, all one 
can do is prevent sunstroke and to avoid hospitals, hydrate 
constantly. Read up on it, I’m talking gallons not cups. The 
other heat mitigation is to start riding at 5 a.m. and stop 
by 1 p.m., in an air-conditioned room when possible. It’s 
not always possible, so at least a ceiling fan, which most 
places do have. Often, we were asleep by 2 p.m.
     One has to just suck it up in bad climates, or go elsewhere. 
We kept going, a marathon of praying for cool relief that 
never arrived. A riding jacket that handles both extremes 
doesn’t exist to my knowledge, so we carry medium-weight 
and layer up with a light fl eecye – the best weapon against 
cold. But when it’s over 90, even with jacket vents open, I 
simply cannot bear it. There is no room aboard for a second 
pair of jackets. Hauling a trailer is not my preference on 

A blessing in Egypt.

Filling up with gas in Pakistan using a funnel.
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such a ride – but also not impossible, so perhaps it’s right 
for others. Bottom line, I have no universally right answer 
for the all-weather riding gear challenge. In blazing desert 
sun, I risked riding in just a UV-blocking long-sleeve shirt. 
During daily monsoons of hot humid Laos/Cambodia we 
welcomed the cooling downpour, often enjoying riding 
through it soaked. I deserve your reprimand for riding a 
couple months in mere shorts and a short-sleeve shirt; 
it was all I could tolerate, so took my chances. Bad boy. 
     In my own defense, the roads were such that we seldom 
got over 30 mph; gravel-mud road rash wouldn’t have 
been so bad. Indeed, in Cambodia, I had my sole riding 
spill – in deep mud. A bleeding elbow and very muddy, oh 
well. “Black Bike” remained unscratched, love those roll 
bars. Riding boots, however, were always on and never 

a problem, they are absolutely necessary. Helmet, ditto 
–  never once without it. Usually wore fi ngerless gloves, 
too.  In cold weather however, my hands suff ered and still 
do, so I invented a solution … more on that later.
     Altitude sickness being another of my handicaps, I simply 
change itinerary to avoid heights. For weeks I studied 
riding Nepal into Tibet, crossing China and heading home 
from there. But the Himalayas road is reportedly horrid 
and reaches 17,000 feet – in my specifi c case, that would 
be called a death wish. 
     Bike-wise, the GL1800 off ers superb protection in all 
weather. Engine heat doesn’t burn your legs like my old 
Bimmers did.  In extreme heat the Wing’s fan was working 
overtime, and only once did the water temperature hit red 
for a while. It coped.

Sever and “Black Bike” among the huts and locals in Laos.
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WW: Where there any challenges with crossing 
borders, local authorities or diff erent cultures?
Sever: Most countries pose no problem whatsoever, 
so long as all human and bike papers are in order. 
Some are super-friendly and curious about our big 
beautiful rides. “Is that a Harley?” they often ask. But 
PC-ness aside, some offi  cialdom is overtly corrupt and 
a naïve tourist is the perfect target. Entering Greece 
by ship from Israel, corrupt offi  cials extorted a paltry 
$100 “tip.” Egypt was however the most expensively 
corrupt border; even though all our papers were perfect, 
offi  cials managed to extract US$350 cash. They knew 
we couldn’t go back into Libya, so they had us. I hear 
it’s more honest at the airport. To repeat, the majority 
of borders are clean, friendly, honest – no issues. But 
it’s their country, their culture. If I try to impose our no-
bribes culture on them and they disagree, they will make 
me sorry; perhaps very sorry. So I negotiate.

WW: What were the best experiences of your trip?
Sever: Wonderful little daily experiences. The warmth 
and hospitality of second and third world people toward 
us was so touching at times – seldom the opposite. Even 
though, let me remind readers – everyone assumed we’re 
American, yet no anti-U.S. or anti-Canada prejudice was 
ever noticed. Keep in mind how rich we are to them, the 
bike alone might represent a lifetime’s wages. Jealousy? 
None of it showed.
     In Pakistan we had a compulsory no-charge military 
escort cross-nation for a week; two-four armed soldiers 
guarding us on the road literally daily. When we’d stop for 
lunch or a drink, these poorly paid Pakistan soldiers bought 
us each a Fanta; I’d try to treat them, but no way, they’d 
usually insist on buying while I’m obviously extremely rich 
by their standards. We encountered zero bribe requests in 
Pakistan, everyone was generous and hospitable beyond 
belief. It was rough riding in a very poor nation while at 

A camel fl anks “Black Bike” at the Palmyra ruins in Syria.
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war, but we loved Pakistan – the people and the food. 
Just not so much love for the 100 F-plus heat! Same in 
Iran – such generosity and hospitality. Total embargo, 
not even credit cards worked, money was a real problem. 
But Iranians were constantly happy to witness a couple 
of rare Westerners on a big pretty bike and it showed. I 
believe they saw us as a hopeful sign of future freedom, 
but I may be projecting.
     One of my faves: In remote Turkey, a truck driver 
stopped in total darkness on a crappy mountain gravel 
road and insisted in sign language that we come sleep 
at his house as the road was too dangerous at night. It 
was indeed scary-bad with no hotels for hours. Wonderful 
couple; kids were the cutest; fi ne homemade dinner on 
the fl oor cross-legged; lots of laughter. Parents gave us 
their bed and slept on the fl oor. We all got drunk on my 
whiskey and their beer – yes, drunk Muslims – and they 
showed us off  to the entire village until 1 a.m. Zero English. 
No idea what they said about us, just gestures, smiles and 
friendship – a profoundly touching memory. Roman ruins 
on the Libyan coast were the best I’ve ever seen, well 
maintained and totally devoid of people. Stunning and 
empty. Zero tourists is a nice change. Then, there’s the 
amazing Egypt Museum, art from 2,000 years pre-Jesus. 
The brain explodes. Scotland’s highlands’ twisty roads are 
among the world’s best rides and so close to home. The 
Norwegian fj ords to above the Arctic Circle is in my top 
handful of rides. Stelvio Pass, Switzerland to Italy, makes 
Deals Gap look easy. The Italian coast, especially around 
Amalfi , is a must-do. Northern Romania is rural Europe 
almost unchanged in 400 years. Rajasthan India four-city 
tour is stunning. North Thailand. Indonesia. Endless lists 
of “so glad we saw that.” 

WW: What were the worst experiences of your trip? 
Sever: None of this was really serious but: Corruption 
by cops and border guards – not often, but a few. The 
Saudis refusing us still irks. The Syrians, in religious 
robes at our Damascus hotel, refusing to acknowledge 
my smiling greeting at breakfast, rudely averted eyes 
from the infi del; they got my imaginary fi nger. The street 
hustlers in Delhi, India, and stunning Palmyra, Syria, so 
unbearably aggressive they ruined the visits. Waiting 
for two weeks in remote Indonesia for a needed tire to 
arrive from Singapore, sent by FedEx “overnight.” A few 
heart-stopping moments of riding on impossible surfaces 
… none of it spoiled “The Perfect Ride,” however.

WW: Why did you decide on riding a 2006 Gold 
Wing GL1800?

Sever: See my blog on technical aspects, but I knew 
Gold Wings by then. Model year was not a factor; I’d 
traded in my ’01 for an ’06 mainly for GPS (alas, no maps 
beyond Europe) and a few other upgrades. Number one 
factor is the GL1800 drive train that’s bulletproof and never 
quits. The engine is conservative torquey perfection and 
burns low octane, which is all one gets beyond Europe. 
High-octane is a deal-breaker on such trips. The tranny, 
shaft drive and clutch just kept going and going … never 
even the smallest oil leak. Number two is the unparalleled 
comfort two up. Excellent weather protection. Engine 
heat not burning your legs. I even love the OEM heated 
seat, and it’s waterproof. Number three is the storage 
and weight capacity that handled two people for two 
years without breathing hard. I personally don’t want to 
carry more than what fi ts in those bags; “less stuff ” is 
part of the fun. Number four is, once you upgrade the 
suspension and add a fork brace, it handles like a diff erent 
bike; no more wobbly U-turns; no following road cracks; 
no low-speed steering shake. Given the 1300-pound 
loaded weight, it handles brilliantly. More macho guys 
can and do sneer, but on the entire trip I never wanted 
to be on a tricked-out Bimmer or KTM. 

Passing in Pakistan.
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WW: Tell us how the Wing held up?
Sever: As much as I trusted “Black Bike,” I psychologically 
prepared myself for it to rattle itself to pieces; all those buttons 
might stop working from fine dust, rain, heat; electronics 
corroding in humidity; damaged circuit boards; oil leaks 
on frame-bending roads; whatever. Plan B was always to 
abandon the bike, ride the first plane home with my tail 
between my legs.
     But now by age 10, “Black Bike” sits pretty in our garage, 
looking and riding like she never left home. Engine has 
never been opened. Original paint. Original everything 
except suspension, front-end wheel/steering bearings and 
some add-ons. No “big” bike (800-plus pounds dry) would 
have survived better on the same torture test; no big BMW, 
KTM or Harley. Not to diss other brands, I respect them 
all. It’s just that Wings are vastly underrated and seldom 
tested for their uncanny strength, reliability and handling 
under extreme duress. “Old man’s bike” indeed; this old 
man says, “C’mon, I’ll race you to Indonesia.”
     My sole serious complaint is ground clearance; raised it 
by an inch, but even so, totally destroyed the aftermarket 
bottom plate protecting the oil sump. A cracked oil sump 
is the nightmare that never happened, only proving it’s 
a well-made sump! Some speed bumps were an inch 
higher than my ground clearance; riding up onto 10-inch 
raised sidewalks to park; ferry boat ramps with a 12-inch 
drop-off .... Ground clearance scrapes were the only times 
I envied a BMW boxer.

WW: What accessory do you wish you had on your 
bike while making that long trip?
Sever: Mainly hand protectors from blazing sun (second 
degree blistered burns to the back of my hands/wrists) and 
cold (dangerously so a couple times). They didn’t exist, 
so I made them for myself, now for others. Plus a serious 
toolkit/supplies kit and storage nook for same. Apart 
from that, nothing I can think of was absent. If I needed 
it, I bought or made it. See my list of favorite aftermarket 
items in my noncommercial blog at www.wheezyrider.com.

WW: What spare parts or tools did you bring since 
you’d be riding through remote areas?
Sever: Good point and essential even at home: I always 
carry a toolkit; plus a tire repair kit with a tiny 12V inflator; 
plus supplies like duct tape, epoxy, wire, etc. Spare parts 
are only headlight bulbs, fuses, a spare intercom set – 
nothing else is needed. Where to store it all out of the way 
is however a design limitation of Gold Wings, one that I 
solved by creating a cubby in the rear of each sidebag 
via a door to access the cubby. A very useful inexpensive 
mod that I feel Honda should include as standard. 

WW: Did you have a home-base contact to help you 
with supplies or issues?
Sever: My Honda dealer, who sold me two bikes, sent 
the wrong items to Indonesia, g-r-r-r, perhaps others 
have a parts guy who gives a damn. Wingstuff.com was 
excellent, sent aftermarket items overseas – so were a 
few aftermarket manufacturers I love. Most countries 
have fine bike shops; found them in U.K., Israel, Italy, 
India, Singapore, Australia. Suggestion: Make riding 
friends en route who recommend a favorite wrench.

WW: If you took the trip over again, would you do 
anything differently?
Sever: Good question: Upon reflection, the simple 
answer is “No.” Because if it ain’t broke, don’t fix it. 
Everything worked out and we made it back in perfect 
health, no scars, on a fine machine I’ll never sell. It doesn’t 
get much better than that. Changing anything might have 
changed the near-perfect end result. It really was what I 
call, “The Perfect Ride.”  

Peter Sever, GWRRA #326808, rode two up with Thao during 
his two-year, round-the-world trip. He is now back in Toronto, 
happily engaged in family life with ride-loving Hana, and her 
two teenage boys. Hana and Peter still ride “Black Bike” on 
short and long trips around Canada, the U.S. and Europe. 
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